Decrease in Serum Amyloid a Protein Levels Following Three-month Stays in Negatively Charged Particle-dominant Indoor Air Conditions
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Abstract

Objective The changes in serum adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress were examined during 3 months ‘Off to On’ and ‘On to Off’ periods using negatively charged particle-dominant indoor air conditions (NCPDIAC).

Methods Seven volunteers participated in the study, which included ‘OFF to 3 months ON’ periods (ON trials) for a total of 16 times, and ‘ON to 3 months OFF’ (OFF trials) periods for a total of 13 times.

Results With the exception of one case, serum amyloid A (SAA) levels decreased significantly during the ON trials.

Conclusion Considering that SAA is an acute phase reactive protein such as C reactive protein (CRP), this observed decrease might indicate the prevention of cardiovascular and atherosclerotic changes, since an increase in high-sensitive CRP is associated with the subsequent detection of these events.
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INTRODUCTION

Indoor air conditions can sometimes be detrimental to human health. For example, sick building syndrome is a well-known illness induced by certain indoor air conditions⁹⁻¹³. Many chemical substances cause non-specific symptoms such as general fatigue, headaches, eye, nose, and throat irritation, dizziness, and nausea. Although various biomedical investigations have been reported⁴⁻⁶, the best way to prevent the occurrence of this syndrome is to avoid exposure to chemicals that induce this illness in sensitive individuals¹⁻³,⁶⁻⁷. Additionally, some respiratory allergic syndromes such as hypersensitive pneumonitis and bronchial asthma are also known to be caused by indoor air pollutants⁹⁻¹¹. Furthermore, differences in temperature between individual rooms can cause hypertension, sleep disturbances, and life-style related diseases¹²⁻¹⁴.

Many housing manufacturers have been working towards the establishment of living conditions...
conditions that prevent these aforementioned illnesses, such as ensuring the air tightness, stable temperatures throughout the entire home, and high thermal insulation. These measures might help to promote health in addition to avoiding a decline in general health.

We previously developed a negatively charged particle-dominant indoor air conditions (NCPDIAC) device\textsuperscript{[15]}. The device utilized generated particles, approximately 20 nm in diameter, which were created by initially painting fine charcoal powder onto the walls and ceiling of a room. The charcoal coating, designated Health Coat, was produced by Artech Kohbou Co. Ltd., Higashisonogi, Nagasaki, Japan. Additionally, a forced negatively charged particle-dominant indoor air condition was created by applying an electric voltage (72 V) between the backside of the walls and the ground, as shown in Supplemental Figure 1A (available in www.besjournal.com), and as previously reported\textsuperscript{[15]}. For the initial trial to examine the biological effects of NCPDIAC, control and experimental (NCPDIAC) rooms were built, and it was found that indoor factors such as temperature, humidity, and concentration of chemicals including formaldehyde and other volatile organic compounds did not differ between control and NCPDIAC rooms\textsuperscript{[15]}. In experimental trials consisting of short-term (2.5 h) stays, there were only slight differences in outcomes between stays in control and NCPDIAC rooms; however, a significant increase in interleukin (IL)-2 was detected in the NCPDIAC group, as shown in Supplemental Figure 1B\textsuperscript{[15]}. Additionally, a formula formed by multiple regression analysis indicated that there are clear differences between individuals who stayed in control and experimental NCPDIAC rooms, as previously reported\textsuperscript{[15]}. Thus, to examine this system in ordinary homes, an extended stay investigation was performed. A study comprising nightly stays for two weeks (mid-term) was performed as shown in Supplemental Figure 1C\textsuperscript{[16]}. Participants in the mid-term study comprised 15 males, and at completion of the study showed an increase in natural killer (NK) cell activity (Supplemental Figure 1C), as previously reported\textsuperscript{[16]}. It was expected that although short-term stays with NCPDIAC result in slight and short-term increases in IL-2, repeated and recurrent accumulation of IL-2 levels in the night-time mid-term group would result in NK cell activation since IL-2 is the most effective activating cytokine for these cells (Supplemental Figure 1D)\textsuperscript{[15-16]}. In these experiments, the difference in the number of negatively charged particles in the rooms was approximately 500 particles per 1 cc of air volume\textsuperscript{[15-16]}. Additional experimental approaches were employed as shown in Supplemental Figure 1E and as previously reported\textsuperscript{[17]}. In these studies, negatively charged air particles were continuously forced into and out of a cell culture incubator. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were collected from healthy volunteers and placed in a standard incubator or a negatively charged particle-dominant air condition (NC) incubator\textsuperscript{[17]}. The difference in negatively charged particles was approximately 3,000 particles per 1 cc of air volume in the incubators\textsuperscript{[17]}. Although the number of particles differed from typical room conditions, the findings showed T cell activation (increased expression of CD25 in CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cells), increased interferon (IFN)-γ production in PBMC cultures, and enhanced NK cell activity. Additionally, the immune index, calculated by the formula log (NK activity × IFN-γ concentration in culture supernatants × IL-2 production in supernatants)/IL-10 concentration, increased significantly under NC incubator conditions\textsuperscript{[17]}. These findings indicated that NCPDIAC also induces immune-stimulation\textsuperscript{[17]}. Since marked adverse effects were not experienced or expected in short-term (2.5 h)\textsuperscript{[15]}, mid-term (two weeks, nightly stays)\textsuperscript{[16]}, and in vitro experimental trials\textsuperscript{[17]}, the present study proceeded to observe the biological effects of NCPDIAC under actual living conditions for a period of three months\textsuperscript{[18]}. As previously reported\textsuperscript{[18]} and shown in Supplemental Figure 2A-B (available in www.besjournal.com), seven volunteers were subjected to NCPDIAC in the bedroom or living room of their home; before study initiation, biological parameters were measured\textsuperscript{[18]}. Thereafter, subjects switched the NCPDIAC device ON or OFF every three months (long-term) and then provided blood and urine samples for biological monitoring. As a result, the relative NK cell activity was found to increase during the three-month ON trials and decrease during the three-month OFF trials. NK cell activity was measured with NK cell to target cell ratios of 10:1 or 20:1, as shown in Supplemental Figure 2C and as previously reported\textsuperscript{[18]}. Some clients who had utilized Health Coat produced by Artech Kohbou Co. Ltd., without an applied electric voltage, reported improvements in their diabetes mellitus conditions. Since this device includes an underground adapter, there is a certain electric voltage between the living area of the home.
and the underground that resembles the forced electric voltage described above, although this voltage is unstable. To evaluate the feelings experienced by volunteers, adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress (Supplemental Figure 2D) were measured in serum derived from volunteers participating in the aforementioned long-term experimental study.

**METHODS**

**Subjects and Samples**

As previously reported\[18\], of the seven volunteers that had utilized the NCPDIAC device, five had the device in their bedroom and two had it in their living room. Details of the subjects were included in our previous report\[18\]. During experiment periods, there were no reports of viral or bacterial infections in volunteers.

All seven healthy volunteers were Japanese individuals living in Japan. The average age of the volunteers was 54.86 ± 9.15 years, including five males and two females. All volunteers built or reconstructed their residential home before being recruited into this project and agreed to utilize the NCPDIAC device for these experiments. The NCPDIAC devices were provided by Artech Kohbou Ltd. and Yamada SXL Home Co. Ltd. The experiment was approved by the Ethical Committee of Kawasaki Medical School and associated hospital, Kurashiki, Japan, and written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers prior to the commencement of experiments.

Samples were taken every three months as shown in Supplemental Figure 2B. As indicated in our previous report\[18\], volunteers switched the NCPDIAC device ON or OFF every three months immediately after blood and urine samples were taken for biological monitoring. All seven volunteers were absent from their NCPDIAC equipped rooms during the day, as they worked elsewhere, and were only subjected to NCPDIAC in the evenings. After pre-sampling of blood and urine, all volunteers switched the NCPDIAC device ON and then switched it either OFF or ON every three months. A total of 16 trials, comprising ‘OFF to three months ON’ (ON trials) periods, were safely conducted, in addition to 13 trials comprising ‘ON to three months OFF’ (OFF trials) periods. The longest trials consisted of two volunteers who completed three ON trials and three OFF trials over a period of 1 year and 9 months\[18\]. The shortest trial consisted of one volunteer who completed only one ON trial and one OFF trial before the volunteer was subsequently transferred to another location by their employer\[18\].

**NCPDIAC Setting and Biological Monitoring**

As we reported previously\[18\], the NICPDIAC apparatus was placed in each room housing the volunteers. It had an approximate size of 30(H) cm x 20(W) cm x 4(D) cm. In addition, the blood samples used in this study were remaining serum samples from our previous report\[18\], in which sera were taken to examine blood chemistry including liver (AST, ALT, and γGTP) and kidney (BUN and creatinine) functions, blood sugar, HbA1c, and peripheral blood counts including differential white blood cell counts, as well as 26 different cytokines measured by the Luminex 26 Cytokine Plex Kit Human Cytokine/Chemokine Panel 1 (MPXHCYT060KOMX26, Merck, Milliopore, Billerica, MA). Although in a previous study\[18\], other biological markers such as NK cell activity and immunological markers (immunoglobulins and allergen-specific IgEs) were measured, the results have already been reported\[18\]. In addition, except NK cell activity, no parameters changed according to the ON and OFF trials, including blood sample parameters and 8-OhdG in urine samples.

**Particle Concentrations**

Our previous report\[18\] detailed the difference in particle concentration between ON and OFF NCPDIAC. As reported\[15-16\], positively and negatively charged particles in six representative NCPDIAC-equipped rooms were measured using an Ion Counter (EM-1000, Eco Holistic Inc., Suta, Japan). As with previous reports concerning short- and mid-term experiments, the difference in positively and negatively charged particles was approximately 500 particles per cc of air volume, even when the device was utilized in occupied homes\[18\].

**Measurement of Adipokines and Cytokines Related to Oxidative Stress**

Adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress in sera from 16 ON and 13 OFF trials were measured using the Human Adipokine Magnetic 14-Plex Panel (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) with Luminex instruments (Bio-rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The 14 cytokines examined were IL-1β, IL-10, IL-6, monocyte
chemotactic protein (MCP)-1, leptin, serum amyloid A (SAA), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), insulin, lipocalin-2, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, B cell activating factor (BAFF; belonging to the tumor necrosis factor family), resistin, plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI)-1, and IL-8.

Statistical Analyses

A comparison of cytokine concentrations [actual data, relative actual data (pre-value as 1.0), logarithmic value, and the ratio of logarithmic values (pre-value as 1.0)] before and after the ON and OFF trials was performed using the Student’s t-test (paired sample, double-sided). For each analysis, a P value less than 0.05 was considered significant and a value between 0.05 and 0.1 was considered indicative of tendency. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS ver. 22 (IBM Japan, Tokyo, Japan).

RESULTS

No Biological Changes Were Associated with OFF Trials

There were no significant changes or tendencies regarding any of the 14 adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress in individuals during the OFF trials.

Blood Sugars and HbA1c

The initial premise of this study was based on the fact that some clients who had utilized Health Coat without an applied electric voltage reported improvements in their diabetes mellitus conditions (as mentioned). Although blood sugars and HbA1c values were monitored, there was no significant increase or decrease according to ON or OFF cycles. Thus, we planned to measure adipocytokines as sub-clinical changes representing metabolic situations in volunteers.

Resistin and IL-8 in the ON Trials

For the ON trials, levels of one of the adipokines, resistin (Figure 1A), and one of the cytokines, IL-8 (Figure 1B), tended to decrease when data were analyzed as relative actual changes. Given the variations in the actual values in individual volunteers and individual ON trials, relative changes as pre-values set to 1.0 were analyzed. Additionally, since some cytokines might reflect meaningful changes in logarithmic values, the log of the actual values as well as the log of relative changes were also examined. With resistin and IL-8, only relative changes in actual values tended to increase (0.5 < P < 1.0), for both cytokines, in the ON trials. However, three of the other evaluations (actual value, log of actual, and log of relative) did not show significance or tendencies.

SAA in the ON Trials

Altered SAA levels were only noted for the log of the relative changes, which significantly decreased during the ON trial; the log of the actual values tended to decrease, although unconverted actual values and their relative changes did not show any significance or tendency, as shown in Figure 2A. When examining the actual measured values and associated relative changes, one exceptional case showed a marked increase in SAA. Therefore, the data for this case were excluded from statistical analyses. As a result, all four types of analyses revealed statistical significance, and the ON trials resulted in decreased SAA. However, in the one exceptional case referred to previously, there was no specific information about the volunteer. Thus, we excluded this case, which was positioned as the reference level to the end.

DISCUSSION

NCPDIAC resulted in increased NK cell activity during the three-month ON trials and decreased activity during the OFF trials, as previously reported[16,18]. These results indicated that NCPDIAC might promote human health, and in particular, prevent cancers and reduce symptoms caused by viral infections. Although extended long-term trials, comprising a number of years, should be conducted, a three-month period representing normal lives might be sufficient to demonstrate the benefits of the NCPDIAC device in terms of health promotion and improvement[18].

The NCPDIAC device consists of a coating of fine charcoal powder on the walls and ceiling of a room in addition to the application of an electric voltage (72 V) between the backside of the walls and the ground, as shown in Supplement Figure 1A[15]. Instead of a forced electric voltage, the initial apparatus utilizes an underground adapter that induces electric differences between rooms and the underground, and these differences were unstable.
and varied between individual areas. For example, neighborhood homes surrounding the elevated railroad tracks of bullet trains do not show any significant predominance of negatively charged particles within rooms. Thus, the main role of the charcoal powder in this device might be to act as a deodorizer and dehumidifier. However, some clients who utilized a charcoal coating with an underground adapter in the absence of a forced electric voltage reported improvements in their diabetes mellitus conditions. This was evident following our publication\textsuperscript{[18]}. Although these observations relate to the feelings experienced by certain clients, an additional assay was performed. However, it should be noted that HbA1c had previously been monitored and did not show significant change during three-month ON and OFF trials\textsuperscript{[18]}. However, since living conditions generally comprise many years, slight changes in adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress might be induced by three-month stays, and could possibly modify the diabetes background of individual healthy volunteers.

As a result, statistical significance was only observed for the log of relative changes in SAA (Figure 2A). Although we presented the analyzed results of resistin and IL-8, the tendencies were only revealed by examining the relative changes in the actual values for both molecules (Figure 1A-B). We should conclude that there were no significant alterations in resistin or IL-8 as a result of three-month stays with NCPDIAC. Resistin is also known as an adipose tissue-specific secretory factor, and a positive correlation between resistin serum levels and obesity status has been demonstrated\textsuperscript{[19-21]}. Resistin is secreted from adipocytes and enhances resistance to insulin, thus causing a deterioration in the diabetes condition as well as arteriosclerosis, inducing upregulation of low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol\textsuperscript{[19-21]}. Thus, although resistin levels tended to increase during the
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\caption{Changes in actual measured values, relative changes in actual measured values (pre-value as 1.0), logarithmic converted values of actual values, and relative changes in values of ON trials observed for resistin (A) and IL-8 (B). For both cytokines, the relative changes in actual measured values tended to increase (0.5 < \( P \) < 1.0), although other analyses revealed no statistical significance or tendencies.}
\end{figure}
ON trials with NCPDIAC, whether this affects health status could not be concluded. Additionally, the tendency of IL-8 levels to increase was only observed when relative changes in actual values were examined. However, it should be concluded that overall changes in IL-8 levels were not significant. Although IL-8 is one of the most important cytokines required for the chemotaxis of neutrophils and phagocytosis of inflammatory cells such as macrophages and neutrophils, levels of IL-8 are known to increase with oxidative stress. The increase in IL-8 levels might induce further elevation of oxidative stress mediators and result in a positive correlation with obesity. As with resistin, it could not be concluded that the changes in IL-8 levels during the NCPDIAC ON trials affect health status.

Finally, we turn our attention to the results concerning SAA. The results showed significant decreases in SAA when the log of the relative changes were analyzed. Additionally, with the omission of one exceptional case, all cases showed significant decreases in SAA during the ON trials with NCPDIAC, although omission of this special case was not based on volunteer information but on the exceptional distribution of actual and relative values. SAA is known to associate with serum high density lipoprotein (HDL)-cholesterol. Although SAA is not associated with the metabolism of HDL-cholesterol, the decrease in SAA might induce a reduction in HDL-cholesterol, thereby resulting in exacerbation of atherosclerosis. In contrast, SAA plays a role as an acute phase protein during inflammation, similar to C-reactive protein (CRP). As with CRP, SAA is produced and secreted from hepatocytes and is associated with acute inflammation. As biomarkers of acute inflammation are induced by various acute phase cytokines such as IL-6, TNF-α, and IL-1, these proteins

Figure 2. Changes in actual measured values, relative changes in actual measured values (pre-value as 1.0), logarithmic converted values of actual values, and relative changes in values of ON trials observed for SAA (A), and SAA with one case omitted, which showed an exceptionally marked increase (B). In all 16 ON trials, logarithmic converted actual values showed a tendency to decrease, and logarithmic converted relative changes showed a significant decrease in SAA levels (A). Additionally, with the omission of one case that showed an exceptionally marked increase in SAA, all other cases revealed a significant decrease in SAA (B).
Decrease in SAA by negatively-charged indoor air

play a role in transporting cholesterol from the liver to the bile. Elevated high-sensitive CRP is utilized as a biomarker for assessing increased risk of diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular disease. High-sensitive CRP levels might mediate the deterioration of cardiovascular events. If this theory is applicable to serum levels of SAA, slight changes in SAA levels, which tended to decrease during the ON trials with NCPDIAC, might indicate a decreased risk of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular events. The use of the NCPDIAC device could therefore promote the prevention of these life-endangering events. Further investigations utilizing long-term stays with NCPDIAC and comprising a number of years might support this speculation.

The limitations of this study are as follows: (1) The sample size was low; obtaining a large number of samples was difficult, because setting in rooms of house in which all volunteers were actually purchased and living in there. (2) Even with the small sample size, NK cell activity was significantly increased and decreased in ON and OFF trials, respectively, as previously reported. However, changes in SAA, which was the focus of this study, were significant when one case was omitted. Thus, it is necessary to observe these volunteers for an extended period of time (more than 5 to 10 years) in a permanently ON situation. Thereafter, the occurrence of cardiovascular events should be monitored. In other words, it would be better to recruit other volunteers who agree to be monitored over a longer period of time (again, 5 to 10 years) for blood pressure, lipid analyses and blood sugar, HbA1c, and concentrations of adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress during three-month stays with NCPDIAC, and this might suggest a role in preventing the progression of arterio-atherosclerosis. Further cohort studies should assist in examining this possibility. In addition to our previous findings indicating that NCODIAC enhances NK cell activity, the NCODIAC device might be useful for improving health conditions in normal individuals.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Summary of construction, short-term (2.5 h)\textsuperscript{15} and mid-term (two weeks, nightly stays) experiments\textsuperscript{16} with negatively charged particle-dominant indoor air conditions (NCPDIAC) and in vitro experimental approaches\textsuperscript{17}. (A) The construction of NCPDIAC was performed by initially painting fine charcoal powder onto the walls and ceiling of a room\textsuperscript{15}. The charcoal coating designated as Health Coat was produced by Artech Kohbou Co. Ltd. The NCPDIAC device was then completed by applying an electric voltage (72 V) between the backside of the walls and the ground\textsuperscript{15}. This device generates a slight negative charge at the surface of the wall, which facilitates the adsorption of positively charged particles\textsuperscript{15}. Thus, the presence of negatively charged particles predominate and is continuous (particles approximately 20 nm in diameter, and 500 particles per 1 cc of air volume)\textsuperscript{15}. (B) The short-term (2.5 h) stay experiments comprising 60 volunteers, with each occupying a control or experimental (NCPDIAC) room, showed slight but significant increases in IL-2 after a 2.5 h stay with NCPDIAC\textsuperscript{16}. (C) The mid-term (two weeks, nightly stays) experiments comprising 15 volunteers showed enhanced natural killer (NK) cell activity\textsuperscript{16}. Volunteers initially occupied control rooms and thereafter moved to NCPDIAC rooms without being informed of the type of room they were occupying\textsuperscript{16}. Differences in various biological markers were then analyzed between pre- and post-NCPDIAC stays\textsuperscript{16}. Only a significant increase in NK cell activity was found\textsuperscript{16}. (D) Taken together, it was speculated that even though a short-term increase in IL-2 did not affect NK cell activity, recurrent and repeated accumulation of IL-2 for two weeks would result in a gradual enhancement of NK cell activity\textsuperscript{16}. (E) The experimental assays were performed using peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy volunteers, comparing changes in immune cells between exposure to a standard incubator and an NCPDIAC-resembling incubator (NC incubator; negatively charged particles were continuously forced into and out of the incubator, with negatively charged particles being predominant and accounting for approximately 3,000 particles per 1 cc)\textsuperscript{17}. As a result, it was found that CD25 expression in CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cells, IFNγ production in PBMC cultures, and NK cell activity were enhanced. The Immune Index also increased with the use of the NC incubator\textsuperscript{17}.
Supplemental Figure 2. Long-term (three-month) stays with negatively charged particle-dominant indoor air conditions (NCPDIAC) were performed by employing the NCPDIAC device in actual living homes of seven volunteers\textsuperscript{[18]}. (A) The NCPDIAC device was installed in each home and volunteers switched the device ON or OFF every three months\textsuperscript{[18]}. (B) Various biomarkers were examined every three months. A total of 16 ‘OFF to three months ON’ (ON trials) and 13 ‘ON to three months OFF’ (OFF trials) experiments were performed with seven volunteers\textsuperscript{[18]}. (C) Significant changes were only found in NK cell activity. The ON and OFF trials showed enhanced and reduced NK cell activity, respectively, with an NK cell to target cell ratio of 10:1 or 20:1. (D) The aim of this study was to examine the changes in adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress using samples from this long-term experiment\textsuperscript{[18]}. 